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bringing solar power home
INDEPENDENT
Energy through the power of the
sun. It’s here now with a reliable,
fully-integrated residential solar
system from Sharp Solar. Finally,
homeowners can take steps to

reduce their dependency on power companies. For 40
years, Sharp has been the industry leader in photovoltaic
power generation, and now we’re putting the power of
the sun in people’s hands.

RESPONSIBLE
A Sharp Solar system is one of 
the most responsible choices 
concerned homeowners can make
to protect the environment and
help control their electricity budgets. 

Sharp’s high-quality, high-efficiency solar electric solutions
use no fossil fuels to produce electricity, and generate no
pollution. They’re safe, clean and quiet, providing total
home comfort.

ENLIGHTENED
Taking the lead. Defining the
future. At Sharp, we’re creating
unique, high-tech, high-style
products for greater comfort,
convenience, and superior home

entertainment. And now our industry-leading photovoltaic
technology is bringing solar home. Solar energy from
Sharp… it’s positively brilliant.



Our solar power
monitor is attractive
and easy to read.

A  B R I G H T E R  F U T U R E  S TA RT S  N O W.

Sharp Electronics Corporation
5901 Bolsa Avenue
Huntington Beach, CA 92647
Tel:1-800-BE-SHARP
E-mail: sharpsolar@sharpusa.com
www.sharpusa.com/solar

A SMART ENERGY CHOICE.

Our exclusive
system design
allows placement
of solar panels on
multiple roof faces
without sacrificing
efficiency.

DESIGNED WITH TODAY’S HOME IN MIND.

Sharp Solar systems are designed for easy installation and unmatched ease

of use. Our attractive solar power monitor has finger-touch controls with

clear, easy-to-read messages and graphic readouts. Sharp’s fully-integrated

systems assure component compatibility and efficiency.

Over 55,000 Sharp Solar systems
currently installed worldwide 

Components install easily—
unsurpassed construction flexibility

Highest-quality materials
and workmanship

User-friendly LCD display shows
power levels, CO2 reduction levels,*
and cumulative data on positive
environmental impact 

25-year solar module warranty/5-year system warranty

Network of Sharp Certified Installers

A BRILLIANT SOLUTION, ALL FROM ONE SOURCE. 

Sharp’s revolutionary consumer products, like our AQUOS ultra-thin Liquid

Crystal Televisions and advanced 1-Bit Audio technology, lead the industry.

And we’re also pioneers in photovoltaic power generation. Today, Sharp is

the #1 manufacturer of solar panels in the world, with more residential

solar systems in operation globally than any other manufacturer. Sharp’s

unparalleled standard of quality is why more consumers, home builders,

and contractors trust Sharp for quality solar solutions, and why owners can

expect consistent, reliable performance year after year.

Sharp innovations, like
AQUOS™ Televisions,
bring excitement into
the home.

With Sharp’s complete solar system, roof-installed solar panels convert

sunlight into DC power, which the power conditioner then transforms into

AC electricity for reliable residential use. Once they’ve harnessed the

power of the sun, homeowners can enjoy these benefits:

Become their own power producer

Utilize free energy from the sun 

Help minimize the effect of rate hikes

Increase the home’s value

Protect the environment 

Enjoy superior reliability,
comfort and security

Sharp’s complete system
turns sunlight into electricity
for reliable use in the home. 

TYPICAL RESIDENTIAL SYSTEM COMPONENTS:

• Sharp photovoltaic modules (solar electric panels)
with black frames

• Matching black mounting hardware
and fastening clamps

• Sharp power conditioner to transform DC into
AC electricity

• Sharp LCD display screen to monitor
system performance

• Wiring kit to connect all equipment

• AC and DC electrical disconnects

Sharp’s exclusive system—with solar panel array (triangular and rectangular
modules shown), DC to AC power conditioner, and user-friendly LCD solar

power monitor—puts the power of the sun into a homeowner’s hands.  

Sharp offers a range of
attractive solar panel colors.

Twilight Blue

Sunset Gold
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For more information about our complete
residential solar electric solutions, visit us at

www.sharpusa.com/solar
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Safe, clean solar
energy from Sharp
favors the
environment.

* Consult owner’s manual for assumptions used in CO2 calculations.
May not be available on all models.


